The association between polyelectrolytes (PEs) of the same size but opposite charge is systematically studied in terms of the potential of mean force (PMF) along their center-of-mass reaction coordinate via coarse-grained, implicit-solvent, explicit-salt computer simulations. The focus is set on the onset and the intermediate, transient stages of complexation. At conditions above the counterion-condensation threshold, the PE association process exhibits a distinct sliding-rod-like behavior where the polymer chains approach each other by first stretching out at a critical distance close to their contour length, then 'shaking hand' and sliding along each other in a parallel fashion, before eventually folding into a neutral complex. The essential part of the PMF for highly charged PEs can be very well described by a simple theory based on sliding charged 'Debye-Hückel' rods with renormalized charges in addition to an explicit entropy contribution owing to the release of condensed counterions. Interestingly, at the onset of complex formation, the mean force between the PE chains is found to be discontinuous, reflecting a bimodal structural behavior that arises from the coexistence of interconnected-rod and isolated-coil states. These two microstates of the PE complex are balanced by subtle counterion release effects and separated by a free-energy barrier due to unfavorable stretching entropy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) consisting of oppositely charged polymer chains have been studied for decades owing to their fundamental importance in biophysics and technological applications [1, 2] . Common examples include delivery vehicles for gene therapy and oral vaccination [3] [4] [5] [6] , neurofilament association [7] , membrane support for filtration processes [8, 9] , functional coatings [10] , and highly-ordered macromolecular structures for water treatment and mining [11] [12] [13] . A major focus of previous investigations has been on the physicochemical nature of the complex-forming polyelectrolytes (PEs) and environmental conditions that control the structural and topological properties. The asymmetry between polyions of opposite charges leads to PECs with a broad range of conformations and size distributions, suggesting that the PEC size and topology [1, 2] as well as assembly kinetics [14, 15] can be controlled by alternating the polymer chemistry as well as solution conditions.
In particular, polycations for gene delivery are designed to associate with nucleic acids so that the gene transfer vectors are able to overcome the intracellular barriers such as the plasma membrane, the endosome, and the nuclear membrane [3] . Successful gene delivery depends upon the ability of the vector to adopt different metastable structures or possess certain properties at different intracellular environments. It has been shown, for instance, that the complex of small interfering RNA (siRNA) with poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) undergoes aggregation and precipitation at different stages of delivery, and the dynamic behavior is reported to possibly facilitate the transaction efficiency [6] . Different binding characteristics were reported when a DNA helix interacts with synthetic polymers of different charge density (e.g., polyethylenimine (PEI) and poly-L-lysine (PLL)) [16] . Because the effective polymer charge density is closely linked to counterion-condensation effects [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , the appearance of different transient structures depends on the ionic strength and counterion valence. In that respect, Stevens [22] observed toroids and rods formed from a bead-spring PE chain in the presence of polyvalent counterions that could have major impacts on the kinetics of PE complexation.
In order to understand complex formation between PEs on a detailed molecular level (in both pair or many-body PE systems), monomer-resolved computer simulations are a powerful tool. Examples include atomistically-resolved systems [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] as well as coarse-grained models [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . In addition to detailed structural and topological insights into the final complexed state, those studies indicate that the primary driving forces of PE complexation for weakly-charged PEs arises as expected from electrostatic attraction. By contrast, association between highly charged PEs is dominated by the release of condensed counterions if the polymer charge density is above the threshold value for the phenomenon of counterion-condensation to occur [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . As systematically shown by Ou and Muthukumar using coarse-grained simulations and a mean-field lattice model, counterion-release effects have remarkable consequences on the thermodynamics of complexation, which is of mostly entropic origin for highly charged PEs, while mostly enthalpic for the weakly charged ones [32] . The entropic effect on the binding free energy appears to be consistent with the classical Record-Lohman picture for PE pair complexation [35, 36] .
Despite the extensive theoretical simulation work on PEC formation on a pair level, to the best of our knowledge, little attention has been given to the variation of the system's free energy and structures along the PE association pathway. The previous simulation studies indicate very fast and cooperative association processes once the isolated PE coils come into first contact [29, 30, 32] . Here, apparently, transient but very distinctly stretched states of the PEs appear that govern the beginning of the kinetic association towards the final complex. Very recently, Peng and Muthukumar [34] calculated the potential of mean force (PMF) along the center-of-mass distance reaction coordinate and reported a constant force of attraction (linear PMF) for a large distance range comparable to the PE contour length.
A systematic exploration of the PMFs for different PE charge densities, however, is still absent, as well as their quantitative description by a tractable theory. Also the nature of the transient states right at the onset of attraction and during complexation is not fully characterized, despite the need for a better understanding of PEC metastable states and preceding association kinetics, e.g., in gene delivery and therapy [3, 6, 24] .
The present work is concerned with the process of complex formation between two oppositely charged PEs right at the onset of the association and the intermediate range before collapsing into the final state. For this, we investigate a pair of two oppositely charged PEs of the same size and charge density using implicit-water, explicit-salt Langevin simulations of a generic (bead-spring) PE model for various charge densities. Our main focus is placed on the PE configurations and the association free energy as well as the number of released ions along the center-of-mass distance reaction coordinate. Above the counterion-release threshold charge density we find very distinct sliding-rod association pathways accompanied by an essentially constant mean force. We show that the latter can be described by a combination of a simple Debye-Hückel-like theory for associating rods with the counterion-release entropy that dominates for PE chains with large charge densities. Importantly, we observe that the mean force is discontinuous at the onset of complexation. We explain this observation by a bimodal structural behavior that arises from the coexistence of interconnected-rod and isolated-coil states. The two intermediate states of the PE complex are balanced by subtle counterion-release mechanisms and separated by a free-energy barrier due to unfavorable stretching entropy of the PE chains. Possible consequences of our findings are briefly discussed in the final section of this work.
II. MODELS AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Polyelectrolyte model and simulations
Consider an aqueous solution containing two polyelectrolyte (PE) chains of the same size but opposite charge in the presence of salt ions at a finite concentration. We treat the solvent implicitly via a uniform dielectric background with a permittivity constant of water at room temperature, r = 78.44. The PE chains are represented by a coarse-grained beadson-the-string model [37] . Approximately, each bead represents a monomer for a realistic PE chain. In addition to electrostatic interactions, the polymer beads interact with each other in terms of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential
with a diameter σ LJ = 0.3 nm and an energy LJ = 0.1 k B T . Monovalent salt ions are modeled explicitly as charged beads with the same LJ potential as that for the PE beads.
The valency of small ions is z ± = ±1.
The PE chain connectivity is imposed by a harmonic potential
where l represents the distance between consecutive beads, and l 0 = 0.4 nm is the equilibrium bond length. The spring constant is k b = 4100 kJ mol
To account for the polymer backbone flexibility, we restrain the bond angle also by a harmonic potential
where θ is the angle determined by a triplet of nearest-neighboring beads, and θ 0 = 120 • is its prescribed equilibrium value. The potential constant is k a = 418 kJ mol −1 rad −2 [38] .
In this work we consider relatively short PE chains with the total number of beads N b = 25, close to the degree of polymerization for PEs used in some related experimental studies [6, [39] [40] [41] [42] . 
where m i and ξ i are the mass and the friction coefficient of the ith bead (or small ion), respectively. All beads have the same unit mass, which is set to minimize the inertia effects and enhance sampling. The choice of particle mass does not affect the equilibrium properties of polymers studied in this work. The total potential energy of the entire system is the sum of all the contributions U = U Coul +U LJ +U bond +U angle . The random force R i (t) in eq. (4) has zero mean and its autocorrelation function satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [44] 
The Langevin friction is chosen as ξ i = 1.0 ps −1 such that it dissipates energy at constant temperature T = 300 K on the time scale much faster than those governing the dynamics of the polymer system. To integrate the equations of motion, we employ the leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 2 fs. The simulations are carried out by the GROMACS 4.5.4 software package [45] .
In the production runs, we use a cubic box with a side length of L = 30 nm with periodic boundary conditions in all three directions. The center of mass translation of the system is removed in every 10th integration (time) step. The electrostatic interactions are treated with the Particle-Mesh-Ewald method (PME) [46] , where the long-range potential is evaluated in the reciprocal space using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with a grid spacing 0.12 nm and the cubic interpolation of the fourth order. We use a cutoff radius r cut 
B. Charge densities and counterion condensation
According to the Onsager-Manning-Oosawa theory [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , the net charge of a highlycharged PE is renormalized by condensation of the surrounding counterions. The condensed and free ions should be considered separately as two distinctive states. While the counterions condensed at the surface of the PE backbone form a strongly-correlated liquid, the free ions in the diffusive double layer [47, 48] can be approximately described by a Debye-Hückel (DH)-like mean-field theory. The analytic approach will be utilized later in this work to develop a simple expression for the PMF between two anti-symmetric PEs.
The propensity of counterion condensation is characterized by the Manning parameter [17-
Here, |z ± | stands for the counterion valency (i.e., |z ± | = 1 in our case),
is the bare line charge density, and l B = e 2 /(4π 0 r k B T ) stands for the Bjerrum length, which is l B = 0.71 nm for water at room temperature as used in our simulations. Note that due to thermal fluctuations of the flexible chain, the bare charge density is defined as above strictly only in the low temperature limit.
The Onsager-Manning-Oosawa theory [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] predicts that counterion condensation occurs if ξ > 1, i.e., if the Manning parameter exceeds unity. In this work, we consider the [49, 50] . If the polymer backbone is treated as a cylinder, the effective, renormalized charge density of such a cylinder with ξ > 1 is then
resulting in a Manning parameter of unity. The cell model provides simple expressions for the condensation threshold radius r 0 , the Manning parameter ξ, and the fraction θ of condensed counterions [51] . It predicts that the fraction θ of condensed ions is independent of the cell size [19] [20] [21] 52 ]. When ξ < 1, counterion condensation does not occur and the PE bare charge and the effective charge are the same.
In order to estimate the number of condensed counterions, N , in our simulations, we count an ion as condensed if it is located within a radial distance r 0 from any bead of a PE chain with the opposite electrostatic charge. To avoid double counting, each ion is counted only once according to the nearest distance to the polymer beads. Understandably, the radius r 0 lacks a rigorous definition (see, e.g., the discussion in Refs. [19, 53] ), in particular for flexible PEs in an electrolyte solution. In this work, we propose an unambiguous procedure to account for counterion condensation: the radius r 0 is fixed such that the Manning These values are reasonable because it is known that r 0 increases monotonically with increasing ξ and that it should be identical to the effective PE (modeled as rod) radius for ξ = 1 [19] , which is about 0.3 − 0.4 nm for our PE model. Similar values of r 0 can be estimated from an inspection of the radial distribution of counterions (not shown) around the PE beads (see, e.g., Refs. [38, 39, 53] ).
C. PMF calculation
To obtain the PMF between two oppositely-charged PEs, we use steered Langevin Dynamics (SLD) simulations with the 'pull-code' as implemented in GROMACS [45] . Here, the distance r between the centers-of-mass (COM) of the two PE chains serves as the reaction coordinate, which is constrained by an external harmonic potential. The fictitious potential is time-dependent such that it exerts a pulling force to steer the PE chains moving in a prescribed direction with a prescribed velocity v p . An exemplifying snapshot of two PEs before association is shown in Fig. 1(a) . We have empirically tested a variety of steering velocities to make sure that the PE drift is slow enough to sample the equilibrium state, i.e., the simulation results are independent of the choice of v p . For all results reported in this work, the steering velocity v p = 0.2 nm ns −1 is used along with the harmonic force constant K = 2500 kJ mol −1 nm −2 . During the simulation, we steer the constrained PE chains approaching each other from a well separated state (r ∼ 12 nm) to the the final state (r ∼ 0.5 nm). The friction force f f = −mξ i v p is subtracted from the constraining force and the result is averaged within a specific interval of the discrete spacing ∆r to obtain the mean force of the interaction potential. After that the PMF profile is acquired with a backward integration. Since one of the PE chains is radially constrained in a three-dimensional space, we need to subtract the center-of-mass translational entropy [19, [54] [55] [56] ]
where W I (r) is the integrated mean force and D = 3 is the dimensionality of the external constraint.
We use an analogous procedure to calculate the free energy of stretching a single PE chain. In that case, the distance between the head and tail monomers from the same PE chain serves as the reaction coordinate.
D. PE alignment order parameter
In order to characterize and demonstrate the mutual alignment of two highly-charged PEs during complex formation, we introduce the order parameter m pp defined as
Here, t ic is the intra-PE direction vector connecting one terminal bead and the central bead of the same polymer i, with i = 1, 2, whereas t cc is the inter-PE direction vector linking the central beads of both PEs. The sign || . . . || represents the norm of a vector, and . . . denotes the ensemble average. For stretched, rod-like polymer configurations, we expect parallel alignment of both vectors t ic with t cc , i.e., the PE chains are aligned with themselves and with the connection axis. In that case, the order parameter approaches unity for both PE chains, m Moreover, we monitor the distance-resolved end-to-end distance R ee (r) of the PEs as they approach each other. A stretching of the PE chains can then be identified simply from the increase of R ee (r) at a certain COM distance.
E. An analytical model for the PMF between highly-charged PE chains
To attain a better understanding of the thermodynamic driving forces and the mechanisms of PE-PE association, we now introduce a simple electrostatic model for the PMF between highly-charged PE chains (ξ > 1). We assume that the PEs adopt an isolated, coil-like state when they are far apart, as sketched in Fig. 1(a) . In this case, the PEs interact roughly with
2 , where Q r 11.7e is the renormalized net charge of each PE and κ = √ 8πl B c 0 the usual DH screening parameter. For distances larger than the contour length r L c this accounts only for a few k B T of attraction and will be discarded in the following discussion. We further assume that during their association at smaller distances r L c , the two PEs are in a parallel sliding conformation, as depicted in Fig. 1 (b * ), until they reach a final state with r close to zero. In the latter, the PE chains have collapsed into a globular complex, cf. Fig. 1(c) . Consequently, we assume that the PMF is dominated by a parallel sliding process for a wide range of separations.
We model the two approaching PE chains in their fully stretched association configuration with the simplest analytically tractable model, that is, two parallel, infinitely thin, and oppositely-charged rods of length L r . The latter corresponds to the effective length of a stretched PE in the longitudinal direction that should be close to the contour length L c but its precise value will be fitted to the simulation results for the PMFs. The COM distance of the two rods is again denoted by r, with the parallel component r and the perpendicular component r ⊥ , as shown in Fig. 1 (b * ). The latter is kept fixed and reflects the closest distance of the two PEs, which is related to the LJ diameter σ LJ . We now assume that the major interaction contribution to the total free energy arises only from the neighboring parallel segments of length L r − r from each rod. In the following, we will evaluate in detail the electrostatic contribution based on a DH approach and additionally account for the purely entropic contribution of the counterion release effect in the scenarios with ξ > 1.
We first evaluate the DH energy corresponding to the electrostatic interaction between two parallel, partially neighboring rods. Assuming r ⊥ L r , we may neglect the edge effects and approximate the pair potential between the neighboring segments as those from infinitely long rods. With the pairwise additive approximation, we can derive the overall interaction energy then as [52] βW
Here, β = 1/(k B T ), λ is the bare line charge of a PE rod, which can be partially neutralized by condensed counterions. The fraction of neutralization is θ = 0 for ξ < 1 and θ = 1 − 1/ξ if ξ > 1. Note that in the latter case, the effective charge density stays as e/l B , irrespective of the COM distance r. Performing the above integral, yields [52, 57] βW
where K 0 (κr ⊥ ) is the Bessel function of the second kind. According to Eq. (11), the electrostatic DH part of the PMF is linear in the center-of-mass distance r, which is a logical outcome of our asummption, since only neighboring segments of the parallel aligned rods contribute. Note again that because of the charge renormalization effect for ξ ≥ 1, this contribution does not explicitly depend on the charge density.
For ξ ≥ 1, in addition to the direct electrostatic interactions between polyions, we may estimate the contribution to the free energy of PE complexation due to the release of counterions. For association between two oppositely-charged PEs with the Manning parameter ξ 1, the free energy is dominated by the entropically favored release of condensed counterions. The idea was first proposed by Lohman and coworkers [35, 36] and supported later by other theoretical investigations including coarse-grained (but explicit-salt) computer simulations [32, 38] . The entropy gain upon releasing n bound counterions is
where c b corresponds to the effective density of the condensed ions in the vicinity of the PE and c 0 is the ion bulk density. The corresponding free energy gain due to counterion release is then given by
For complex formation between two PEs of opposite electric charge, each PE chain carries condensed counterions of a line density λθ, where θ is the fraction of the PE charge neutralization by counterions. When the PE segments approach each other, all counterions in the overlapping region are liberated and released into the bulk solution. The number of released ions is n = 2 × λθ(L r − r)/e. In terms of the Manning parameter, n can be expressed as
The density of the bound ions [38, 39] is defined by the number of condensed counterions N and their occupied volume V , i.e., c b = N/V . The condensed counterions reside around each rod at a radial distance between the inner radius σ LJ and the outer radius r 0 . The occupied volume thus corresponds to that of two hollow cylinders, V = 2s c (L r − r), where
. Accordingly, the density of the bound ions for ξ > 1 can be estimated as
The free energy contribution from the released counterions is then given by
The above expression is valid only for ξ > 1; otherwise, W ion = 0 since there are no counte- Finally, we sum up the DH contribution W DH and the counterion release W ion , viz.
(17) predicts a PMF between PE chains to be linearly dependent on the COM distance r. As previously concluded in related simulations of PE complexation [32] , the PMF is dominated by electrostatic enthalpy for ξ < 1 and counterion-release entropy for ξ 1. It should be noted that Eq. (17) is valid only for a finite length of overlapping rod segments, r < L r . It neglects smaller contributions for larger distances r > L r . The separation distance between the rods r ⊥ is approximately equal to the LJ diameter σ LJ .
However, r ⊥ could be smaller than that, since a bead of one PE chain can sit in the region between the two neighboring beads of the other PE chain. In this work, we obtain the value for r ⊥ by the best fit of Eq. (17) to the simulation data for ξ = 1.0, yielding r ⊥ = 0.28 nm.
We use this value for all other ξ-values.
III. RESULTS
A. Structure of the PEs during association A first insight into the configurations of the PE chains along their approach to association can be attained by analyzing the distance-resolved end-to-end distance R ee (r) of the individual PEs. Figure 2(a) shows the average R ee (r) of the antisymmetric PEs with different Manning parameters. At large separations, where the PE chains are in a coil-like state and independent of each other, cf. Fig. 2(a) , R ee (r) is constant. The effective size of the coil increases with increasing ξ due to self-electrostatic repulsion within the PE chain. For highly charged chains, ξ 1, a significant and steep, almost discontinuous increase of the end-toend distance can be observed at COM distances close to the contour length r * 5 − 7 nm.
The exact value of the critical distance r * depends on ξ. For larger ξ, the critical distance increases towards the maximum contour length and the magnitude as well as steepness of the jump grow. This behavior strongly indicates stretching of the PE chains towards each other and 'handshake' [7] at a critical distance r * to assume a maximum end-to-end length R * ee as shown in the snapshots in Fig. 1(b) . An observed linear relation R * ee ∝ r * , cf. Fig. 2(a) , further consolidates that proposition. At small distances, r 2 nm, the PE chains seem to collapse again to with the R ee (r) approaching the values that correspond to the isolated coil states.
The behavior of R ee (r) for the associated states strongly correlates with the alignment order parameter m pp , shown in Fig. 2(b) . At large distances r 6.5 nm, the PE chains are independent of each other and uncorrelated in any alignment, as indicated by Fig. 1(a) . In that case, the order parameter tends to the value m pp 1/2. At the intermediate distances as reported already in previous simulations [34] . However, some slope in the mean force is clearly visible, especially for the smaller ξ-values, so the assumption of a strictly constant mean force is not generally true. Strikingly, the mean force f = −dW (r)/dr exhibits a discontinuity at r * for ξ 1, see the inset to Fig. 3(b) , a fact that will be discussed later in more detail. At smaller separations r < 1 − 2 nm, the PE chains tend to intertwine into a collapsed globule and by that further increasing the association free energy. In this regime, the corresponding attraction grows even stronger (superlinear) with the distance. The value of W (r 0) at the associated state represents the free energy of PE-PE complexation. Its value increases with the Manning parameter ξ, as can be expected from increased Coulomb attraction between both PEs. The thermodynamics in terms of enthalpy and entropy of the final complex was investigated in detail by Ou and Muthukumar [32] .
In the same figures, we plot the PMF predictions of our simple theory given by Eq. (17) by dashed lines. We note again that for each ξ, we determine the effective length L r at the onset of attraction of stretched PEs directly from Fig. 2(a) and use it as an input to the theory, which is applicable for r < L r . Another parameter in our analytical model, the rod distance r ⊥ = 0.28 nm, is fixed by fitting the theory to the linear part of the PMF for ξ = 1, where PE chains are mostly stretched and the theory is expected to be most reliable. For all other ξ-values the model now delivers a prediction. We see in Fig. 3(a) that for ξ ≤ 1, the discrepancy between the theory and the simulations grows in relative terms with decreasing ξ at the whole attractive range of r. This is expected as the assumption of a parallel rod-like sliding mechanism becomes less accurate for decreasing ξ. In order to further corroborate our theoretical assumptions on the counterion release effect, we now examine the number of released ions during the association process. Figure 4(a) presents the number N (r) of condensed counterions per PE (averaged over both chains)
for various ξ values resolved in COM distance r. In the coil phase, where both PEs are independent of each other, the amount of condensed counterions reaches its maximal value.
As mentioned before, we define the Manning radius r 0 for each value of ξ such that the The discontinuities in the mean force, condensed counterion number N (r), as well as the end-to-end distance R ee clearly suggest that the system undergoes an abrupt change at the critical distance r * of the approaching PE chains. In an attempt to characterize this transition in more detail, we have calculated the probability distribution P (R ee ) of the PE end-to-end distance for various fixed (harmonically constrained) COM distances r in the range from 6.8 nm to 7.2 nm for the case of ξ = 2.31, thereby crossing its critical distance r * , shown in Fig. 5(a) . For the two largest as well as for the smallest distance r, we find singlepeaked distributions, corresponding to the well defined single states, coil and stretched PE chains, respectively. At around r * = 6.9 − 7.0 nm, however, a bimodal distribution between the two states appears, indicating a structural coexistence, separated by unlikely states. The transition free energy profiles F trans (R ee ) = −k B T ln P (R ee ) are plotted in Fig. 5(b) . In the bimodal states, the potential barrier separating the two states has a height of the order of ∆F trans ∼ k B T . Note also that the peak position of the extended state is located at values of about L r 7.2 nm, somewhat larger than r * . The reason is that the stable state apparently needs some finite overlap, i.e., a critical attraction to warrant a stable state. For this particular case, thus around two times ten, i..e, 20 k B T in total, the release of about four counterions, would be needed to establish the coexistence between associated and free states. Glancing back at Fig. 4 , however, we see that for ξ = 2.31 in total seven ions are released at the handshake. The apparent discrepancy can be reconciled by investigating the number of released counterions during stretching, see Fig. 6(b) . In the stretched case, 1.5 ions per chain (thus, three in total) are released on average for L r 7.5 nm for ξ = 2.31.
In other words, only four counterions are released in the actual handshake, in agreement with the needed compensation stretching penalty mentioned above. The subtle structural effects on a single-ion level are due to the internal structure and flexibility of the PEs and are beyond the scope of the traditional Manning theory, but, as we show here, are important for a quantitative interpretation of the transient states in complexation. The free energy barrier between the coil and extended state must then be clearly attributed to the entropy of intermediate stretching.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, we have studied PE structure variations and the resultant PMF profiles along the PE-PE center-of-mass reaction coordinate for PE pair complexation with a focus on intermediate association ranges for various PE charge densities. For charge densities above the condensation threshold, we observed and analyzed in detail a (fast) sliding-rodlike process preceding the PE complexation. We introduced an abstract model leading to an analytical expression for the PMF. The latter predicts a PMF virtually linear in centerof-mass distance below the onset of complexation until collapsing into the final complex, in good agreement with the computer simulations. Furthermore, a detailed inspection of the mean force profile uncovered a discontinuity at the onset of complex formation, which is also embodied as a jump in a number of simulation measures. We demonstrated that the discontinuity can be attributed to the presence of a free-energy barrier stemming from cooperative counterion-release effects and single PE stretching entropy.
Because of the drastic changes in the topology of polymer chains, we suspect that the metastable states that emerge preceding to PE complexation may be relevant for realistic biological systems. For example, polycations for gene delivery are designed to complex with nucleic acids such that the gene transfer vectors are able to overcome the intracellular barriers such as the plasma membrane, the endosome and the nuclear membrane. Successful gene delivery depends upon the ability of the vector to adopt different metastable structures or possess certain properties at different intracellular environments [3, 6, 16] . Here, one could suspect that transiently stretched or coiled states could provide some function, possibly some disorder-order based signaling, in a specific environment. In that respect it is also interesting to note that transient disorder-to-order transitions, coupled with the adoption of different structures with different partners, are a common feature of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) whose capacity for binding diversity plays important roles in both protein-protein interaction networks and likely also in gene regulation networks.
We finally note that the discontinuity observed in the PE-PE association process may also emerge during the complexation of PEs and globular proteins as indicated in recent coarse-grained computer simulations of more [39] or less [38] resolved protein models with heterogeneous charge distributions. In these cases, counterion-release effects after PE binding to protein surface charge patches have also been identified as the main non-specific interaction responsible for the PE-protein complexation. Consolidator Grant with project number 646659-NANOREACTOR.
